
Camcloud is a hardware-free 
cloud video surveillance platform, 
perfect for businesses.

Camcloud has all the bases covered, delivering a 
modern platform that outperforms other cloud video 
surveillance solutions. 

Cloud video surveillance
made simple

CAMCLOUD DIRECT PLUG & PLAY QUICK CONFIG

Connect your cameras 
directly to the cloud for fast 

and fail-safe surveillance. 

The broadest camera 
support on the market, with 

0 configuration required

Get up & running in minutes. Detect 
cameras, ensure the latest firmware, 
install software, and fully configure.

Restaurants & Retailers

Multi-Location Enterprises

Partner Solutions

COVERING ALL THE BASES FOR YOUR CLOUD VIDEO SURVEILLANCE NEEDS.

FOR BUSINESSES AND RESELLERS

Keep an eye on your business with 
hardware-free cloud video surveillance.
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11:12 AM



CLOUD  STORAGE

Store your critical surveillance footage safely off-site in the cloud for up to 90 days. 

No more complex on-site hardware and all your media, from all your cameras will be 

stored in a single, secure location. Access and manage your private cloud archive 

through our beautifully designed multi-camera Timeline on our web and mobile apps.

OPEN DEVICE SUPPORT

Use the cameras you want with Camcloud. Our platform is designed to work with 

the largest number of cameras possible, including leading brands such as Hanwha 

Techwin (Samsung), Amcrest, Axis, Hikvision, VIVOTEK and more. The service also 

supports the use of numerous local storage and encoder options, including SD 

cards, DVR/NVRs and encoders.

MULTI-SITE

Easily manage a large number of cameras, users and physical locations. Camcloud’s 

multi-user feature allows for unlimited users on your account while restricting their 

account access and what cameras they can view, with limited account privileges. 

Since the service is cloud-based, you can connect cameras from unlimited number 

of physical locations, all while organizing cameras through our intuitive label feature.

EDGE STORAGE

Seamlessly integrate various local storage options, including SD card and Network 

Attached Storage (NAS), into your primary cloud storage solution. This ensures if 

your camera or site loses internet connectivity then events will still be captured 

locally and can be reviewed within your cloud apps.

CAMERA HEALTH CHECKS

Let Camcloud tell you when there's a problem with one of your cameras. If our cloud 

servers can't connect to your camera, you'll receive an alert that something could be 

wrong. Take advantage of our advanced cloud notification system that will work 

across all connected cameras. Camera Health Check and motion alerts are centrally 

managed and sent to your mobile device or email.
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